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ABSTRACT
We present a deep network to recover pixel values lost to clip-
ping. The clipped area of the image is typically a uniform area
of minimum or maximum brightness, losing image detail and
color fidelity. The degree to which the clipping is visually no-
ticeable depends on the amount by which values were clipped,
and the extent of the clipped area. Clipping may occur in any
(or all) of the pixel’s color channels. Although clipped pixels
are common and occur to some degree in almost every im-
age we tested, current automatic solutions have only partial
success in repairing clipped pixels and work only in limited
cases such as only with overexposure (not under-exposure)
and when some of the color channels are not clipped. Us-
ing neural networks and their ability to model natural images
allows our neural network, DeclipNet, to reconstruct data in
clipped regions producing state of the art results.
Index Terms— Image restoration, Image enhancement,
Neural networks, Clipping
1 Introduction
Images often contain areas corrupted due to clipping. This
occurs when the scene has a higher dynamic range than the
sensor. Clipping can also occur at latter stages of the im-
age processing pipeline, for example, many cameras reduce
differences in high and low intensity levels in order to ex-
pand them in the mid ranges. Dynamic range, the ratio be-
tween the brightest and darkest light intensities in an out-
door scene can be 100,000:1 vs. less than 1,000:1 sensitiv-
ity for mid-range camera sensor. Even a high end camera’s
dynamic range is limited compared to an outdoor scene’s dy-
namic range. Hence, clipped pixels are common and occur
to some degree in almost every image we tested. Such pix-
els might be clipped in one or more color channels. The goal
of this work is to reconstruct the missing data in the over or
under-saturated regions while minimizing the changes to non-
saturated regions of the image.
Quantifying the difference between images has classically
been measured by a pixel loss such as MSE. However using
pixel loss functions in challenging problems that have many
plausible solutions tend not to reconstruct high-frequency de-
tail and produce an overly smooth result. That is an average
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Clipped Network Output
Fig. 1. Input, clipped image (left) declipped image (right).
of the many plausible solutions. Moreover, solutions that look
identical to a human might have a high Euclidean difference.
In recent work, two alternatives to pixel loss have shown ex-
cellent performance in various problems, perceptual loss and
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Perceptual loss
has excelled in style transfer, super resolution and noise re-
duction [1], while GANs [2] have shown amazing results in a
wide variety of problems including semantic segmentation[3]
and inpainting[4].
Classic methods for repairing saturated pixels work only
where at least one color channel is non-saturated, using the
non-saturated channels to reconstruct the saturated channels.
The main works were by Zhang et al. , Masood et al. , El-
hanan et al. and Guo et al. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9],
These methods only try to solve over-saturation and not
under-saturation and cannot reconstruct data in completely
clipped regions
Before the prevalent use of neural networks, there were
other methods for image enhancement using reference images
such as [10] for face images and [11, 12] for famous locations.
The necessity of reference images, user assistance and strong
priors, limits the use of these techniques.
Another problem which might appear related is ”single
image based HDR” aka ”Inverse Tone Mapping”. These
global methods amplify contrast, producing high-contrast
high-dynamic range images but do not reconstruct missing
data. Although we did not find neural network based meth-
ods to fix clipped images, neural networks have surpassed
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Visualization Clipped DeclipNet Output
Fig. 2. Clipped - is input images for the DeclipNet. Visual-
ization - of clipped pixels. Over-saturated pixels(max) in all
color channels were colored red and under-saturated pixels in
all channels were represented in green. DeclipNet Output - is
the result of applying the network (DeclipNet) to the clipped
image
previous works in a variety of challenging image transfor-
mation problems. Image-enhancement (enhances color, does
not reconstruct detail) [13, 14]. Automatic colorization (col-
orization of gray-scale images, does not reconstruct detail)
[15, 16, 17]. Image inpainting, reconstructs masked ar-
eas in photos but the results are often blurry or unrealistic,
[18, 19, 4].
Fig. 3. α, β and γ are the coefficients of the three loss func-
tions used for the network optimization.
2 Contribution
In this paper, we describe the first deep network declipper
(DeclipNet). It is based on perceptual and GAN style dis-
criminator losses for color correction and data reconstruction.
Our main contributions are:
• A state of the art system to correct over and under-
exposed images even when all the color channels are
saturated/clipped. The network reconstructs texture
and detail even in small areas with no data (all values
are equal to min. or max. value)
• We conducted a user study that confirmed that our net-
work’s results look better than previous systems, both
in color correction (where not all color channels are
clipped) and in reconstructing lost data (completely sat-
urated pixels).
We describe the network architecture in the next section. In
Section 3.2, we describe the loss functions used and the tech-
nical details. A visual illustration of the results is provided in
Section 4. The paper concludes with a discussion and sum-
mary in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
3 Method
We designed an image transformation neural network, De-
clipNet, that takes an image with clipped pixels Ic and out-
puts an image Iu with the over/under-exposed pixels faith-
fully corrected. To train the network, we used a few image
datasets and produced clipped versions of the images in them.
We trained the network to restore the artificially clipped im-
ages with the original image as the ground truth. The goal of
these experiments is not to achieve state-of-the-art per pixel
L2 loss between Iu and Io, but to produce results that ap-
pear natural and plausible as well as appearing semantically
identical to Io to users. The qualitative advantage of mod-
els trained using semantic reconstruction loss vs per-pixel is
quite noticeable but is challenging to quantify.
In this work we tested the quality of the generated image
using three types of loss functions: 1. pixel loss (l2), 2. per-
ceptual loss 3. adversarial loss.
3.1 Network Architecture
We explored various deep architectures to produce an un-
clipped image from a clipped image. The network’s output
was either the entire unclipped image or only the residual be-
tween the clipped and the unclipped image.
Networks that learned the residual image were less likely
to suffer from the vanishing/exploding gradient problem,
learned faster and attained better results.
In the experimentation, networks with more ”skip” con-
nections, inspired by ResNet[20], tended to produce sharper,
more detailed results.
In addition, we used a third loss function, a discriminator
loss. For that, we trained a discriminator network to distin-
guish between generated unclipped images and natural un-
clipped images. The goal of this loss function is not to com-
pare Iu to Io but to score how distinguishable generated im-
ages are from natural images. We alternated between training
of the discriminator network and the generator network. For
the generator adversarial loss we used the complement to the
Generator Discriminator
Fig. 4. The generator and discriminator architectures with corresponding kernel size (k), number of feature maps (n) and stride
(s) indicated for each convolution layer.
discriminator loss function. This encourages the generator to
favor output images that reside on the natural image manifold.
We experimented with many different architectures, before
choosing the final architecture, see Figure 4.
3.1.1 Discriminator Network Architecture
The discriminator network architecture is inspired by the DC-
GAN class of GAN architectures proposed by Radford et al.
[19] We used the exponential linear unit, Elu[21] activation
on all discriminator and generator layers except the last. Elu
tends to lead to faster learning. The Elu activation function
is the identity for positive x’s and ex − 1 for negative x’s.
We use batch-normalization in both the generator and the dis-
criminator, and strided convolutions in the discriminator and
fractional-stride in the autoencoder.
3.1.2 Generator Model Architecture
The autoencoder has an hour glass shape in which all con-
volution and transposed convolution layers have 3x3 kernels.
The activation function is Elu. In total there are 14 convolu-
tion and transposed convolution layers and the discriminator
has 9 convolution layers.
3.2 Loss Functions
3.2.1 Mean Square Error Loss (MSE)
MSE is the standard pixel loss between output images and
the ground truth images |Iu − Io|2 but networks trained us-
ing only MSE loss tend to be overly smooth, lacking high
frequency data.
3.2.2 Perceptual Loss
Building on the ideas of Gatys et al. [22] and Johnson [1] we
use a loss function that takes advantage of networks trained
on natural images to capture the different levels of meaning-
ful data along its processing hierarchy from pixel data at low
layers to high-level content in the higher layers of the net-
work. We use a fully trained VGG16[23] with Euclidean dis-
tance between the feature map after activation on the image
Io (our ground truth) and the feature map (after activation)
on the output image Iu on the same layers. Let Cj(I) be the
feature map after the j’th convolution layer (in our pretrained
VGG16) when processing the image, I . The perceptual loss
is: L2V GG16|(j)(Io, Ic) = 1WjHjFj |Cj(Io)−Cj(Ic)|22 where
WjHjFj is the size of the feature map on layer j (width,
height, number of filters). Using a higher layer j encourages
the output image to be perceptually similar without forcing
pixels to match exactly.
3.2.3 Adversarial Loss
The third loss function we used was an adversarial loss. This
encourages the results to be on the natural image manifold and
the output tends to be crisper. X = D(G(Ic)), is the score
of the discriminator on the output of the generator network
on the input image (clipped image) with loss max(X, 0) −
X + log(1 + exp(−abs(X)). The discriminator learns to
distinguish between natural images and generated unclipped
images. We train the generator with the complement to the
discriminator loss.
4 Experiments
We used two popular datasets MSCOCO[24] to train and test
our networks and imageNet to validate. We trained our net-
works using 300,000 images from the MSCOCO 2014 train-
ing set. For testing, we used other MSCOCO images and
imageNet images.
We chose a random 224x224 square from every image
and two random clipping threshold values, overexposure be-
tween 175..255 and an underexposure threshold from 1..80.
We, then, normalize the values so that they are between 0 and
1.
To train the autoencoder we used ADAM optimization
[25] with β = 0.5. The learning rate was .001 with gradient
clipping. For the discriminator we used SGD with a learning
rate 0.1 of the generator’s learning rate. We alternate between
training the generator and training the discriminator. For the
perceptual loss we found that using the last convolution lay-
ers in VGG16 as our feature map worked better than using a
single layer. We tried various ways to balance the three loss
functions: MSE, perceptual and adversarial achieving best re-
sults with
0.81MSEloss + 0.095PERloss + 0.095ADVloss
4.1 Evaluation
In order to assess the perceived visual quality of the recon-
struction, we performed a subjective pairwise comparison ex-
Clipped Reconstructed Ground Truth
Fig. 5. The clipped image (left), the reconstructed image, and
the unclipped ground truth image (right).
periment between images reconstructed by our network and
results of the best of the classic declipping algorithms not
requiring interaction, Elboher et al. Eighteen participants,
aged 21-65, took part in the experiment with approximately
an equal number of men and women. The tasks were dis-
played on a 24” Dell Ips monitor.
Since Elboher’s algorithm only repairs overexposure we
simulated overexposure on 20 random images. The recon-
structed images are reconstructions by 1. DeclipNet and 2.
Elboher’s algorithm.
In each trial, the participants were shown a ground-truth
image in the center and a pair of reconstructed images on ei-
ther side. Participants were requested to select the image
Fig. 6. Example of a user task screen.
that was most like the target image, had fewer artifacts and
unrealistic colors, not necessarily the prettiest image , (which
might have less detail but strong contrast). The images where
presented in random order and the side the reconstruction ap-
peared on was random as well.
4.1.1 Results
In all of the images the DeclipNet reconstruction was pre-
ferred, participants choosing it 82.5% of the time. The results
for each picture of the image reconstruction subjective qual-
ity experiment are shown in Figure 7. In many cases, the im-
ages processed by DeclipNet are indistinguishable from the
unclipped images.
5 Discussion and Future Work
The systems described in this paper substantially improve the
perceptual quality of clipped images which was the goal of
this work. The purpose of this work was to create a solu-
Fig. 7. Preferences for the network reconstruction for the dif-
ferent pictures.
tion that repairs the very common over and under-exposure
issues in most images and to produce results that are pleasant
to the viewer and reliably create a realistic reconstruction of
the original scene to a human observer. To use this solution in
a modern camera or cell-phone, the network would have to be
adapted to be more efficient both in memory and processing
power. Another possible adaption would be for video, which
would require other considerations, e.g., consistency between
frames.
We would like to look further into the subject of devel-
oping new types of loss functions for image content allowing
better comparison between different solutions. The lack of
an objective way to compare different solutions is a major
challenge. Pixel loss, by itself, should not be used as a metric
because an image with a substantially higher score might look
inferior to a majority of viewers and vice versa.
6 Conclusion
Clipped DeclipNet Output
We presented an end-to-end trained declipping network
(DeclipNet) that produces faithful and visually pleasing re-
constructions of clipped images. The network augments pixel
loss with perceptual loss and adversarial loss. On the basis of
a user study we confirmed that DeclipNet images are signifi-
cantly nicer than previous solutions.
More example images can be found in the supplementary
material.
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